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Abstract— Recently, optical packet switch architectures, composed of devices such as optical switches, fiber delay lines, and
passive couplers, have been proposed to overcome the electromagnetic interference (EMI), pinout and interconnection problems
that would be encountered in future large electronic switch
cores. However, attaining the buffer size (buffer depth) in optical
packet switches required in practice is a major problem; in this
paper, a new solution is presented. An architectural concept is
discussed and justified mathematically that relies on cascading
many small switches to form a bigger switch with a larger
buffer depth. The number of cascaded switches is proportional to
the logarithm of the buffer depth, providing an economical and
feasible hardware solution. Packet loss performance, control and
buffer dimensioning are considered. The optical performance is
also modeled, demonstrating the feasibility of buffer depths of
several thousand, as required for bursty traffic.
Index Terms—Buffer memories, communication switching, optical fiber communication, optical fiber delay lines, modeling,
packet switching, photonic switching systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

PTICAL packet switches, in which packets are switched
and buffered optically [1]–[9], have been proposed
worldwide as a way of overcoming the envisaged future
limitations of electronic packet switching technology. These
limitations include susceptibility to electromagnetic interference (EMI) between interconnections, and other problems
involved in interconnecting a large switch core, particularly
with respect to providing sufficient pinout on each chip. There
are two principal functions performed by such a packet switch;
firstly, each packet must be directed to the correct output.
Second, since packets arrive asynchronously, two or more
may wish to go to a particular output at once. To overcome
this, buffers are necessary to resolve such packet contention.
This paper proposes a novel solution to a major problem
in designing such optical packet switches, namely providing
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sufficiently large buffers, in order to resolve packet contention
effectively without undue buffer overflow.
For example, in an output buffered packet switch [5]–[12]
with 16 inputs and outputs subject to a uniform, nonbursty
load of 0.8, attaining a packet loss of 10 11 requires a buffer
depth of 55 packets [13], [14]; this doubles for a load of
0.9. For this type of traffic, the required buffer depth depends
on the load, desired packet loss and number of inputs and
outputs. For bursty traffic, which is more realistic, the buffer
depth must be increased significantly, with figures of several
thousand packets being quoted [10]. Current optical packet
switch demonstrators exhibit much lower buffer depths (e.g.,
23 packets [5]) limited either by the low number of possible
recirculations in a loop [5], or by the excessive hardware
required for larger buffer depths [8], [9], [12]. To resolve
this mismatch, the switch with large optical buffers (SLOB)
is introduced in this paper; it cascades many small switches,
forming a larger switch with a greater buffer depth. The OASIS
switch [8] is chosen as the basic element, although other
switches could be used.
The packet loss performance of output-buffered switches
was introduced above; how SLOB emulates one is described
in Section II. The architectural concepts are described in
Section III, and control is covered in Section IV. Section V
considers the optical performance of the architecture, showing
that buffer depths of many thousands are possible with presentday components, and the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Detailed proofs are given in the Appendixes. The SLOB
architecture may be regarded as a generalization of the 2 2
architecture described in [25]; a discussion of the relationship
between them can be found in Appendix B.
II. OUTPUT-BUFFERED SWITCH EMULATION
SLOB has
inputs and
outputs, and can delay each
incoming packet by between zero and timeslots. (A timeslot
is an interval that may hold one packet—there is no frame
structure since SLOB is a slotted packet switch.) It can direct
each incoming packet to any output, subject to at most one
packet leaving each output per timeslot. Its packet loss and
delay performance are identical to the output-buffered switch it
emulates; both exhibit optimal delay/throughput performance.
Fig. 1 shows an output-buffered packet switch.
When emulating an output-buffered switch, counters, one
associated with each SLOB output, calculate the packet delays
(Fig. 2). Each counter holds the number of packets in an
imaginary SLOB FIFO (first in first out) output buffer, and
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Fig. 1. An output-buffered packet switch; several packets, coming from
different inputs, may be placed in an output buffer during the same timeslot.

during each timeslot is decremented by one when a packet
leaves its output, then incremented by one for each arriving
packet destined for its output. When packets arrive at an empty
imaginary SLOB buffer (i.e., the counter is zero), one packet
passes straight through, experiencing zero delay, while the
counter is incremented once for each other arriving packet.
No packet leaves an output on a particular timeslot if the
corresponding counter is already zero (when the imaginary
SLOB buffer is empty) and no packets arrive. If multiple
packets arrive for an output on the same timeslot, they are
assigned successive values of delay, corresponding to them
being put in the imaginary SLOB output buffer one after
another. The total SLOB delay (in timeslots) that a packet
experiences is the value of the designated output counter upon
its arrival. When a counter is already set to , arriving packets
are discarded before entering SLOB since buffer overflow has
occurred. By delaying packets in this way, SLOB effectively
buffers them, since the same delay would be experienced in
a real output buffered switch.
buffers that SLOB
It will be shown below how the
emulates are implemented by stages of switches and delay
lines. It is not possible to isolate a particular SLOB buffer in
the architecture because each component forming SLOB (such
as a delay line) may emulate part of one or more SLOB output
buffers. Hence, SLOB may be said to implement a type of
shared buffering.
III. ARCHITECTURE
Throughout this paper, the stage under consideration is stage
unless stated otherwise.
A. Architectural Options
In the SLOB architecture (Fig. 3), assume provisionally that
(each denoted as “PSE” in the diagram)
stages zero to
nonblocking space switches—initially ignore
are
the lines coming from under them leading to the switches
at the outputs. This architecture
of size
offers each packet any delay between zero and the SLOB
timeslots due to the delay
buffer depth of
line configuration between stages. However, contention occurs
whenever several packets try to enter the same delay-line at
once (Fig. 4). One solution involves making each stage an
output buffered switch, resolving the contention.
Unfortunately, additional delay would be introduced by the
buffers in each stage, upsetting the required target delay, while
since the zero delay
the throughput would be as low as
line is often used by all packets in later stages. Also, each

stage may well require a buffer depth equal to or greater than
the SLOB itself, defeating the original objective.
To solve these problems, packets must be distributed more
evenly over the delay lines by temporarily introducing an
additional fictitious space switch before each set of delay lines.
Each stage consists of an
output buffered switch
(called a primitive switching element, or PSE) followed by an
fictitious space switch, then the delay lines (Fig. 5).
These fictitious space switches are used as a conceptual aid and
are eventually discarded—this will be explained later—since
their function can be absorbed by their neighboring PSE’s.
The PSE output buffers at stage work in conjunction with
the fictitious space switch to try to ensure the programmed
for each transiting packet. Each PSE has
stage delay
first-in first-out (FIFO) output buffers (each holding up to
packets); it is important to distinguish between these and
the SLOB output buffers that the SLOB itself is emulating, as
a whole. Each PSE buffer is connected by the fictitious switch
to the following stage delay line so as to try to implement the
correct stage delay. The following Sections will specify the
fictitious switch behavior and PSE buffer timing.
B. Fictitious Space Switch Operation Within
SLOB and Packet Delay Implementation
” means “on the stage fictitious space switch, input
“
is connected to output .” Each
fictitious space
timeslots, i.e.,
switch is controlled so that on the first
timeslots
. For
subsequent timeslots,
and for
further timeslots after that,
and
so on until
then the cycle, which is in total
timeslots long, repeats
where
itself. In general,
is the largest integer less than or equal to
Fig. 6 shows the operation of a fictitious space switch with
starting at timeslot and proceeding at intervals of
timeslots. At timeslot
, the switch will be back in
the “straight through” state, as at timeslot . Loosely speaking,
one can say that the switch shifts its signals further toward its
upper outputs as time progresses. After an input is connected
to the top output, it “wraps round” to the lower output. The
reader may wish to verify that this conforms to the formula
given in the previous paragraph.
There is a fictitious space switch after every PSE except
is the remaining
the final one (Fig. 5). Just before PSE
is
delay to be experienced in SLOB by a packet. If
the delay to be experienced by the packet in question within
hence
mod
stage
The packet is routed to the PSE output buffer
presently connected to the delay line of that value (i.e.,
by the fictitious space switch. Due to the shifting action of the
fictitious space switch, the total delay in stage is always either
or
regardless of the PSE buffer delay.
packets just
To show this, let the PSE buffer contain
before the packet is queued; for the system to operate correctly,
this must result in the packet being delayed in the PSE buffer
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Fig. 2. Interconnection of SLOB, its controllers, and the counters representing the number of cells in each emulated output buffer.

Fig. 3. SLOB architecture; each stage is a primitive switching element (PSE) in the final design.

Fig. 4. A packet wishing to experience a delay of eight timeslots and a packet (dotted line) wishing to experience a delay of 26 timeslots undergoing
contention at the eight-timeslot delay line.

by
timeslots. Then
timeslots later when it leaves
the PSE buffer, the fictitious space switch has reconfigured
times. If
the packet traverses a delay line
timeslots long, yielding a total stage delay of
as required. If
the output of the
PSE buffer, via the space switch, has “wrapped around” from
while the packet was
delay line zero to delay line
in the PSE buffer; this happens no more than once since it will
packets deep.
be shown later that the PSE buffer is only

Hence, the delay line is
timeslots long, and the
total stage delay is
greater than before. This additional delay is compensated for
the delay experienced
in subsequent stages by reducing
timeslots. The packet may therefore already
there, by
have experienced more than the remaining desired delay
this problem being addressed shortly.
, i.e., four SLOB inputs and outputs, Fig. 7
Again, for
illustrates an example of this process. Each part of the diagram
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Fig. 5. Interconnection of a PSE and a fictitious space switch in stage i; each has
a set of delay lines.

m

inputs and outputs. The fictitious space switch is followed by

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Operation of a fictitious space switch, showing configuration for
m = 4 at four instants mi timeslots apart.

represents one PSE buffer, one input of the fictitious space
switch and the array of delay lines feeding into the next stage.
When the packet arrives at the PSE [Fig. 7(a)], desiring a
, it is put into the buffer (the one shown) which
delay of
connects to the delay line of that length. There are two packets
ahead of it in the PSE buffer. By the time it has moved to the
timeslots have elapsed, the
head of the buffer [Fig. 7(c)],
fictitious space switch has reconfigured twice, and the packet
. Hence, the total delay
is put into the delay line of length
is the delay in the buffer plus the delay in the delay line, i.e.,
timeslots, which is what was required.
When several packets in one slot arrive at stage wishing
they must all be stored in the same PSE
the same delay
output buffer.
C. PSE Buffer Timing
To permit their correct operation with the fictitious space
switches, each PSE buffer must schedule a packet entering it
)
on timeslot (with reference to some arbitrary origin
to leave on a timeslot in
(1)
The packet leaves the PSE buffer on the first timeslot in
during which another packet has not already been scheduled
to leave. It is shown in Section III-D that this PSE buffer
timing is easily and naturally implemented in optical delayline systems by making all delay line lengths multiples of
timeslots. From the above expression for , each PSE buffer
packets; it is shown in Appendix A that this is
has size
a requirement for zero PSE packet loss, regardless of loading
level or traffic statistics. Although this may appear counter-

(c)
Fig. 7. Interaction of a PSE buffer with the fictitious space switch and the
delay lines, at intervals mi timeslots apart. Each delay loop is mi timeslots
long. In (a), the packet in question (thick line) has two other packets ahead
of it in the queue. (b) The PSE output buffer shown is connected by the
fictitious space switch to the delay line of the desired length (i.e., 3mi ) when
the packet arrives. By the time the packet of interest reaches the head of the
queue in (c), it is connected to the delay line of length mi , thus compensating
for the delay in the queue.

intuitive, within SLOB a highly artificial traffic scenario is
experienced by the PSE’s due to the way packets are scheduled. Since there is no PSE buffer overflow, all packet loss is
due to overflow of the buffers that SLOB emulates, i.e., SLOB
implements an output-buffered switch. Both buffer types are
quite distinct and must not be confused.
D. Stage Design
The stage design (Fig. 8) initially consists of a PSE (based
on the OASIS switch [8]) followed by the fictitious space
switch discussed above. The tunable wavelength converters
2
wavelength encode each packet, sending it via the 2
arrayed waveguide (AWG) filter1 [15] to the correct output at
B. The active demultiplexers (wavelength insensitive 1
space switches) carry at most one packet per timeslot, presenting each packet to the appropriate delay line at A, from zero
timeslots in length in steps of
implementing
to
the PSE buffer timing of Section III-C. The parallel bank of
PSE buffers, with each
delay lines at A implements all
1 The authors are grateful to Philip Lin of Tellabs Research Center for
suggesting the use of an AWG device in this context.
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Fig. 8. SLOB stage i. TWC
tunable wavelength converter. The primitive switching element is everything to the left of the space switch. The delay
lines at C are also shown in Fig. 3.

packet being sent to the correct output by encoding it with the
correct wavelength.
When the stage delay is greater than the remaining desired
it must be true that
, i.e.,
delay
which is only possible if
Packets having a remaining delay
are wavelength encoded so they are sent to the correct outAWG outputs; the packets are
put switch via the lower
then delayed by
at A (Fig. 8). They are gathered by the
sides of each
additional lines extending from the lower
stage in Fig. 3 and selected by the output switches to form
the
SLOB outputs. There is no conflict when this happens,
for two reasons. First, there is never more than one packet
scheduled to go to a SLOB output at once since it is emulating
an output-buffered switch. Hence, no contention can arise in or
around the output space switches. Second, the wavelengths of
all packets going directly to the SLOB outputs are distinct from
those packets going forward to B in Fig. 8. Hence, each packet
Since unwanted crosstalk
leaves the chain once
signals from each PSE accumulate at each output if passive
multiplexers are used there, active switches are employed
instead to gate out this unwanted crosstalk. In the penultimate
always, hence, no
PSE (stage
packets traverse the fictitious space switch or the delay lines at
C; these are all omitted. Consequently, no packets ever reach
which is also omitted.
stage
(Alternatively, a SLOB delay of
may be used to represent an empty SLOB
buffer, so
in all but the final stage, stage
is
added to the counter values to yield the SLOB delay assigned
to packets, and the effective SLOB buffer depth reduces to
. This removes the need for output switches and the
since all packets
lines feeding them from stages
now leave from the final stage,
furthermore,

AWG’s may now be used throughout. This does not affect the
conclusions of Appendix A.)
All fictitious space switches are redundant, since each PSE
can divert each incoming packet to any output by converting
it to the appropriate wavelength; the functionality of each
fictitious space switch is incorporated into the neighboring
PSE, further facilitating the architecture’s implementation.
Fictitious space switches were only introduced to facilitate the
discussion. For example, in Fig. 5, suppose the hardware is
controlled so that a certain packet enters the buffered PSE
switch on input 2, and suffers a delay of five timeslots,
before exiting it on output 6. It then enters the fictitious space
switch on input 6, and emerges on output 3. The equivalent
functionality of both the units may be provided by the PSE
alone, with the packet entering on input 2, suffering a delay
of five timeslots and exiting on output 3.
IV. CONTROL
A parallel electronic fabric, similar in structure to the
optical fabric, controls SLOB, as previously proposed for
optical space switches [16]. For each optical packet, only a
small message is transmitted electronically, representing the
remaining delay over the remaining PSE’s
bits) and destination SLOB output number
bits).
parallel planes are used, the controller
If
operates at the timeslot rate. Each electronic controller’s PSE
message storage locations
output buffer (Fig. 9) has
per output. On each timeslot, the switches at the input and
output of each buffer array advance, emulating the PSE buffer
timing of Section III-C. A speedup is not necessary, even
although several cells may be placed in a PSE output buffer
simultaneously. The fictitious space switches following each
PSE are implemented in the electronic fabric. From their
state and also the delay through each buffered switch within
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V. PSE IMPLEMENTATION AND
CASCADABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
SLOB exhibits a power penalty due to noise and crosstalk in
its components. Here, a simplified optical model is presented to
demonstrate that large SLOB switches are feasible, exhibiting
a reasonable power penalty. The analysis is intended merely
to demonstrate the feasibility of the SLOB concept; for this
reason, and for reasons of space, this section is kept brief.
A. Transmission Delay Variations and Signal Power Loss
Fig. 9. Output buffer for electronic PSE.

PSE’s, the electronic control logic determines the packet
delays within each stage, and hence the control signals for the
PSE tunable wavelength converters and active demultiplexers
(Fig. 8). Synchronization of both fabrics would require careful
consideration in a practical system.
To demonstrate the practicality of such a controller, its
memory requirements are now evaluated. The number of
is
controller PSE buffer memory bits

(2)
inputs and outputs,
For example, a SLOB with
stages (used as an example throughout, with
and
SLOB buffer depth 4095) requires 112 224 bits of controller
required to
buffer memory. The number of memory bits
implement all the electronic delay-lines in the controller is

(3)
In the example just given, 13 104 bits are required.
Each tunable wavelength converter produces one of
wavelengths, needing
control points. Each active
control points, and each header
demultiplexer requires
address signals. Hence, the total
processor produces
number of pins (excluding power, clocks, etc.) is
. The present example requires 408
pins, well within the bounds of current technology.
With a 20-Gb/s optical bit rate and 53-byte packets, the
packet rate is 47.17 MHz. Hence, for a single-chip controller, 126 Kbit static RAM with associated random logic
is required, with 425 pins and a system speed of 50
MHz, since no speedup is required. This specification is
completely feasible with today’s full custom technology; chips
operating at such speeds with similar or greater integration
density are available. Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly
feasible in semicustom mask programmable technology; mask
programmable gate arrays (MPGA’s) with over two million
available gates have been reported [17], with RAM memory
available as embedded macros [18]. Moreover, VHDL synthesis would be relatively straightforward due to the highly
repetitive and regular nature of the control logic.

Dispersion and temperature variations cause jitter, which is
compensated for by a guard band on either side of each packet.
The packets are retimed at the SLOB output electronically. In
the example above, the maximum total fiber length a packet
can traverse is 17.45 km (how often all this is traversed
depends on the packet arrival rate). This corresponds to a total
delay of 4095 packets with a delay each of 21.8 ns. Dispersion
of 15 ps/km nm and a 3.5 nm wavelength spread (0.5 nm
spacing) yield a 1.844 ns delay variation; a guard band of
0.922 ns on either side of each packet. Alternatively, dispersion
shifted fiber could be employed, virtually eliminating delay
line dispersion. Temperature variation of 1 C corresponds
making
to an optical path length change of
the guard bands 0.525 ns larger; this is the total delay
21.8 ns) multiplied by 6
10 6 . A total guard
(4095
8)/20)
2
1.447
band size of 1.447 ns leaves ((53
18.306 ns for the data, yielding an instantaneous packet bitrate
of 23.16 Gb/s, i.e., a mean bitrate of 20 Gb/s. The guard band
requirement may be relaxed by introducing extra wavelength
conversion in the last stage prior to the delay lines, so that
all packets traverse them at the same wavelength. With a fiber
attenuation of 0.2 dB/km, 17.45 km of fiber has a loss of 3.5
dB, not significantly affecting the model. Connection losses
are ignored as they unnecessarily complicate the analysis.
B. The Model
To evaluate the PSE cascadability when forming a SLOB,
an idealized model was developed, representing one signal
path through a 20 Gb/s PSE (Fig. 10). This bitrate was chosen
because, at the time of writing, it represents the highest speed
at which interferometric wavelength converters have been
demonstrated. Physical device limitations, such as noise and
crosstalk, limit the PSE cascadability and thus also the SLOB
buffer depth; with ideal devices, arbitrarily large SLOB buffer
depths could be attained. Power loss calculations showed
that one semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) booster was
required in each PSE, in addition to that forming part of an
active splitter.
In each PSE, the tunable wavelength converter (TWC) is
first in the signal path (Fig. 10); the signal then enters a
splitter, forming part of the active splitter, and having
1
dB total loss; the 2 dB refers to the excess
a
loss. Thus there is a direct correlation between the number of
and the splitter loss. A further 3 dB loss represents
inputs
the coupling loss in and out of the amplifier. This switches the
packets to the correct delay lines, and boosts the signal for the
next device, but with the introduction of noise [19], [20]. It
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10.

The signal path used for the simplified optical model.

has an extinction ratio of 60 dB [21] and a noise figure of 6
1 combiner (having the
dB. The signal passes through an
same loss as the splitter above) before traversing an arrayed
waveguide filter with an isolation of 37.73 dB, and a loss of 2
dB, the latter being achievable in current devices. It then enters
a second SOA, which is used as a booster, and is identical in all
respects to the first, the gain of both devices being set so that
the each stage’s overall gain is 0 dB. After the final stage of
the simulation, representing the SLOB output, a single SOA
1 space switch; here, crosstalk is
represents the output
neglected since each term is some 37.73 dB 60 dB 97.73
dB down. The output of this device is clamped to 7 dBm.
These figures for loss, extinction ratio, noise figure and
filter isolation etc. are representative of devices obtainable in
practice. While the AWG isolation of 37.73 dB is better
than 35 dB, which is likely to be reached in future devices,
the isolation quoted for real devices is always for the worst
case, adjacent crosstalk term. Examining the characteristics
of real devices [22] indicates that the total crosstalk power
introduced by a real device with worst-case isolation 35
dB is comparable to that introduced by an idealized device,
where every crosstalk term is 37.73 dB. This is because most
crosstalk terms in the real device are much less than the worst
case. This justifies the figure of 37.73 dB in the model.

mulates due to amplifier cascading, limiting the number of
possible stages. The
1 combiner and the AWG devices
introduce unwanted crosstalk, which, for the worst case, are
all assumed to be at the same wavelength and same linear
polarization as the signal. In addition to Olsson’s assumptions
regarding spontaneous noise and its treatment [19], several
further simplifying assumptions were made as follows:
• there is no SOA saturation due to spontaneous noise from
previous SOA’s, but there is gain saturation due to the
signal—this derives from the observation that the signal
power is much greater than the spontaneous noise;
• the tunable wavelength converter has zero loss—this is
achievable in reality [23];
• the tunable wavelength converter does not add noise—this
is justified since it has zero power penalty; although it
does add noise, it improves the signal shape [23];
• the AWG filter profile is not important; it is modeled by
the loss when a signal goes to the correct output (2 dB)
2 dB
and when it goes to a wrong output (37.73 dB
39.73 dB);
• the lasers are assumed to be stable with respect to
frequency;
• the delay lines have zero loss—as discussed above, delay
line loss may be neglected.

C. Assumptions
The SOA’s introduce additional detrimental spontaneous
noise [19], [20], that is represented in the model and reduces
the extinction ratio of the original signal. Noise power accu-

D. Results and Discussion
Fig. 11 shows the power penalty in dB against the number
of stages. When interpreting these figures, it is assumed that
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PSE cascadability, according to the simplified theoretical model.

TABLE I
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SLOB BUFFER SIZE AND NUMBER OF PSE
STAGES, ACCORDING TO THE SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL MODEL

signal regeneration occurs at the SLOB output; all packets are
transmitted between network nodes on the same wavelength,
overcoming link dispersion. SLOB is still justified if electronic
signal regeneration is possible; a 20 Gb/s regenerator and
retimer is much easier to build than an entire electronic switch
architecture operating at that speed.
The maximum permissible power penalty is 2 dB, facilitating electronic signal regeneration. Remembering these
assumptions, Table I shows the maximum possible SLOB
buffer size for various numbers of inputs and outputs, with
the corresponding number of stages. SLOB buffers as deep as
65 535 packets are possible for 4 4 architectures, reducing
to 4095 for 8 8 since larger PSE’s do not cascade so easily
(see Fig. 11). This is because larger splitters and combiners
introduce greater loss, and because there are more crosstalk
terms per stage. To circumvent this problem, extra regeneration
could be introduced between stages.
The model and accompanying figures are pessimistic since a
worst case crosstalk scenario is assumed. Indeed, the feasibility
of cascading 40 switches, similar to the PSE stages proposed
here, has been demonstrated experimentally [24], by using alloptical regenerators. This further strengthens the case for the
practicality of SLOB. Here, the bit error rate (BER) is the
probability that a given bit in a given packet entering SLOB
will emerge at the output with an error. This depends on how
full the corresponding SLOB buffer is, and the worst case has
been chosen corresponding to the traversal of all stages. While,
for point-to-point transmission systems, this is equivalent to
taking the time average over a large number of consecutive
packets, it is not so here, and it allows the examination
of the worst case, yielding a more rigorous definition of
performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
A new architectural concept for optical packet switching
with a large buffer depth has been introduced. This is necessary
because existing optical packet switches do not possess a sufficiently high buffer depth to carry the bursty traffic that would
be encountered in practice. An existing structure, the OASIS
switch, is used as the basis of the fundamental building-block
constituting the switch; this building-block itself only has a
small buffer depth. Overall buffer depths of many thousands
are possible, particularly when using optical regeneration,
which has been demonstrated experimentally [24]. The performance is identical to a conventional output-buffered packet
switch, hence the switch exhibits optimal delay/throughput
performance for a given buffer depth. The switch control has
been outlined, and the feasibility of implementing it using
today’s electronic components has been established.
A simplified theoretical optical performance model has
demonstrated the practicality of implementing large optical
buffers in this way, with buffer depths of thousands. The model
is extremely pessimistic, and experimental work incorporating
optical regeneration has demonstrated the cascading of up to
40 primitive switching elements [24]. Even without optical
regeneration, electrical regeneration is possible, and SLOB
is still justified since a high-speed regenerator and retimer
is much easier to build than an entire high-speed electronic
switch architecture.
APPENDIX A
PSE BUFFER DIMENSIONING
Referring to Fig. 8, it is shown that a PSE buffer depth of
guarantees no packet loss there, regardless of traffic
statistics or loading level. In this case, the PSE in stage is
examined, where this may be any stage in SLOB except the
(The last stage contains no PSE
last one, i.e.,
buffers.) Clearly, if this limitation on PSE buffer depth can be
shown to be valid for any stage , then it is true for all stages
having buffers, i.e., stages
A. PSE Buffer Utilization
In this section, two results are derived which are used in
the main proof of Appendix A-B. First, it is shown that each
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packet destined for a given SLOB output uses the PSE buffer
adjacent to the previous packet going to that SLOB output, in
a cyclic manner. Second, it is shown that to yield a worst case
result for a stage PSE’s buffer depth, it should be assumed
that all packets pass through this PSE and on to the next PSE.
Throughout these proofs, it will be assumed that each PSE
packets in length; it will be shown in Appendix
buffer is
A-B that this is compatible with zero packet loss in each PSE.
through1) Time Interleaved PSE’s: In PSE
out) and those to its right, each delay line is a multiple of
timeslots; a packet entering it on timeslot must leave
the SLOB on a timeslot in
Hence each PSE behaves as
independent Time
a
Interleaved PSE’s (TIP’s), numbered
packet cannot leave a PSE on a different TIP than that it
represents PSE buffering over timeslots
entered on. TIP
etc. where
(this is
consistent with the PSE buffer timing of Section III-C).
2) Arrival by a Packet at PSE i Buffers: It is now shown
or more (i.e., there
that if a packet’s SLOB delay is
or more packets in the SLOB buffer) it must reach
are
PSE . It is also shown that for the worst case, the packet can
be regarded as always passing through a stage PSE buffer,
and being
rather than arriving at stage with
diverted to the SLOB outputs before reaching stage
as discussed in Section III-D. This is regardless of whether
in any stage
with
as
there is extra delay of
described in Section III-B.
To show this, consider the maximum possible delay in some
stage from Fig. 8, this is the maximum delay at A plus the
maximum delay at C, i.e., a delay of
. Then the maximum possible delay prior to PSE
is
This is always less than
hence, a packet cannot experience sufficient delay
prior to stage , which it must enter to do so.
is sent
Each packet whose total SLOB delay is
directly to the SLOB output by stage , but this may also
happen to packets experiencing a greater total SLOB delay
because there have been additional delays in previous stages.
It is now shown that a worse (greater) result is always obtained
for the PSE buffer depth if it is assumed that the packet had
. Suppose that such a packet
instead proceeded to stage
instead of being directly being sent to
is diverted to PSE
the output; it may be put in any PSE buffer. The PSE buffers
utilized by other packets (those going to the next PSE anyway)
are determined solely by their arrival time at stage and delay
and this buffer assignment is not altered by the presence of
the diverted packets. Hence the PSE buffers will each contain
at least as many packets as they would have done if the packets
and sent to
in question had not been diverted to stage
the output instead.
Therefore, to obtain a worst-case result for PSE buffer
dimensioning, it is safe to assume that if the SLOB buffer
or
depth (i.e., the packet delay for that buffer) is
.
greater, all the packets pass through PSE into PSE
3) Justification of Worst Case SLOB Buffer Depth Assumption: For the purposes of determining the stage PSE buffer
depth, packets entering SLOB may be regarded as being of
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two types:
1) the packet has a delay of
packets or more—it
traverses stage PSE buffers, even if it would normally
go to the correct SLOB output from the PSE in stage
or
it is sent
2) the packet has a delay of less than
to the correct SLOB output by PSE or one of the
preceding PSE’s.
The basis of the argument in Appendix A-B is to contrive
a cell arrival scenario which gives the worst possible result
for PSE buffer depth. This is done without regard to any
correlation that may exist between the packet streams for
different SLOB buffers; such a correlation may exist by virtue
of packet interactions in previous stages. Hence, any such
correlation can be disregarded and it can be said that in the
worst case, all SLOB buffers should be regarded as having at
packets in them. This maximizes the packet flow
least
through the stage PSE buffers, giving the greatest opportunity
to fill them with packets.
packets per
Hence, the assumption of at least
SLOB buffer yields a worst-case result as assumed below. The
required PSE buffer depth with each SLOB buffer containing
packets serves as an upper bound for the
at least
general case with no lower limit on the number of packets
in each SLOB buffer. Furthermore, assuming that all packets
that would have gone to the SLOB output from PSE will
proceed to stage
instead produces a still worse result,
which is also an upper bound.
4) Cyclic Utilization of PSE Buffers and Packet Ordering
Within SLOB: Two assumptions are made here as follows:
• a continuous stream of packets is leaving the SLOB
output (this is because it was shown in Appendix A-A3)
that it is valid, as a worst case, to assume that the depth
;
of each SLOB buffer is at least
• all packets are passing through this PSE and on to the next
one [this assumption was justified in Appendixes A-A2
and A-A3].
. It is shown that if packets entering
Throughout,
stage are in order, then they cycle round the PSE buffers in
a manner that will be described. It is then shown that if the
packets in stage cycle round the PSE buffers, then they are
. This forms the basis of an inductive
in order in stage
proof, for the packets entering stage 0 (i.e., the input of the
SLOB) are in order, hence it is true for all stages up to and
including PSE .
A packet enters input on the stage fictitious space switch
From Section III-B, it emerges on
at timeslot
mod
and hence enters a delay
output
line of length
mod
arriving at
the next stage on timeslot
, i.e., TIP number:
mod
mod

mod

mod
(4)

on
Suppose a packet enters PSE buffer
it then enters fictitious space switch input
timeslot
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undergoing a delay of
in the stage. It also undergoes a
(as described in Section IIIpossible additional delay of
B) but it still goes to the same TIP in the next stage as
apart are all on
otherwise, since timeslots a distance of
In (4), mod
is constant for a
the same TIP in stage
th timeslot is involved.
particular TIP, since there, every
Hence to select the TIP buffer for the next packet in the
sequence going to a particular SLOB output (i.e., increase the
mod
) the PSE “buffer pointer”
above expression by
is increased by 1 (set to 1 if it is equal to ).
, i.e., stage is being considered, those packets that
If
would have otherwise been diverted to the SLOB outputs at
stage [Appendix A-A3] also follow this sequence. They are
but may incur an extra delay of
in stage
sent to PSE
, i.e., they will suffer a larger delay than desired, since
remains unaltered and is not now adjusted by
. However,
, hence they still
they still go to the correct PSE on stage
cycle round the PSE buffers in stage as described above for
the other packets. What happens to these packets after they
leave PSE is of no concern here.
Since the packets are in order, and because, as shown above,
is increased by one for each new packet going to a given
SLOB output, those arriving at a TIP and destined for a
particular SLOB output cycle around the PSE output buffers.
The first packet to arrive goes to, say, PSE buffer 1, the next
arriving on the same TIP goes to PSE buffer 2, and so on. If
several packets arrive at once, they go to several consecutive
PSE buffers simultaneously. This observation is crucial to the
proof in Appendix A-B.
Continuing the assumption that the packets are in order in
stage , consider the SLOB output buffer feeding some SLOB
output . Since the SLOB buffer is assumed never to be empty,
packets leave SLOB output on consecutive timeslots. Since
the delay lines in stage and those stages to its right are
, every
th packet in this sequence going to
multiples of
output passes through the same stage TIP. Likewise, every
th packet in the sequence going to SLOB output must
TIP. Therefore every th
pass through the same stage
packet in the sequence going through a TIP in stage must
.
pass through the same TIP in stage
TIP is accessed
It can be seen from (4) that each stage
via a unique stage TIP buffer, so all packets transmitted to
TIP pass through the same stage PSE buffer.
a stage
Hence, they cannot become unordered due to the FIFO PSE
buffer discipline, so must therefore pass through stage
TIP in the same order they leave SLOB. Thus the hypothesis
, completing the proof by induction.
is true for stage

B. PSE Buffer Depth
is the number of packets in a designated stage TIP
timeslots after
buffer (say the top one), exactly
is set to zero just before the first TIP timeslot after every time
it is nonempty.
is
the TIP buffer is empty; for
the number of packets that have arrived at the TIP destined for
SLOB output during timeslots
Since the designated TIP buffer is nonempty for
, one
packet leaves it during every timeslot under analysis.
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is the total number of packets
transmitted through the TIP from timeslot 0 up to (but not
. Assuming the worst case (i.e., the
including) timeslot
first packet to arrive for any SLOB output always goes to
the designated TIP buffer), and remembering that one packet
leaves the designated TIP buffer every timeslot
(5)
is the smallest integer larger than or equal to
(where
). Since the packets arriving at the TIP and destined for a
particular SLOB output cycle round the PSE output buffers
(Appendix A-A4), every th of these packets arrives in the
above.
designated PSE buffer, justifying the division by
set
and
To maximize the answer
each of the remainder to 1. While certain other values give
equally large results, none give a larger value for
(6)
in the worst case, yielding a maximum required PSE
. On the first timeslot, one packet arrives
buffer depth of
at the TIP for each SLOB output ( packets in total, with
remaining in the PSE buffer). On subsequent timeslots
packets arrive for SLOB output 1 and none for the other
outputs, so one packet arrives at the TIP buffer; since one
remain. No assumptions were made about traffic
leaves,
distribution or loading; no PSE packet loss ever occurs if the
PSE buffers are of this depth.

2

APPENDIX B
2 BUFFERED OPTICAL PACKET SWITCHING MODULE

It is now shown that SLOB is a general case of a previously
reported 2 2 buffered optical packet switching module [25].
According to Appendix A-B, a SLOB with two inputs and
outputs requires TIP buffers of depth 1. By assuming the
switch traffic has a density of one—a packet occupies every
the required PSE
timeslot—it will be shown that when
2 space
buffer depth is zero, i.e., each PSE is simply a 2
switch. Such loading makes the switch unstable, but it will be
shown that it may be used with smaller loadings while still
retaining this assumption concerning the PSE buffers.
The switch operates with both SLOB buffer lengths sumand when an empty timeslot
ming to a constant
arrives it is put in the emptier SLOB buffer. Empty timeslots
are treated as packets since they are each put into a SLOB
buffer and each use up a SLOB buffer position. Because
of this, the SLOB delay experienced by real packets is not
generally optimal due to the empty timeslots ahead of them
in each buffer; the delay is greater than in an output buffered
switch. Placing empty timeslots into the emptier SLOB buffer
always drives the SLOB toward the state where both SLOB
buffers have an equal number of packets, preventing it from
being unstable. The PSE “sees” a load of one because the
empty packets are being put in the SLOB buffers as well.
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